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Abstract

We present two algorithms on sparse rational interpolation. The first ia the
interpolation algorithm in a sense of sparse partial fraction representation of rational
functions. The second is the algorithm for computing entier and the remainder of
a rational function. The first algorithm works without apriori known bound on the
degree of a rational function, the second one is in the dass Ne provided that the
degree is known. The preaented algorithms complement the sparse interpolation
result of [GKS 90b].
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1 Introduction

We address a question of computational complexity of sparse rational interpolation and

connected question of algebraic manipulation of sparse rational functions. We study the

most general method of representation of rational functions by black boxes (cL (KT 88,

GKS 90b]) and restriet ourselves in this paper to the univariate case only. For the technical

developments whieh lead to this paper see {GKS 90a, GKS 90b, DG 90]. We discuss also

these questions in view of the hardness results of Plaisted (P 77a, P 77b] on the sparse

polynomial divisibility.

We present two algorithms. For the first one we consider the partial-fraction repre

sentation of a rational function and the corresponding notion of sparsity as the number

of terms in this representation. An algorithm is designed for finding partial-fraction

representation without knowing the degree. An independent interest, apparently, has a

constructed new code (see SectiOIl 1), being a generalization of Goppa and BCH codes.

The second algorithm finds an entier of a rational function, so a polynomial part of a

partial-fraction representation. We show that finding an entier is in NC provided that

the degree of a rational function is known. Here we measure the complexity in the size

of an output. As a subroutine we apply the approximative analogue of sparse polynomial

interpolation ([GK 87, BT 89]).

2 Extending BCH and Goppa-codes by involving

multiple roots

Assume that a polynomial f E .2Z{Y] is unknown, deg f = d is also unknown. In addition

let (al,"" ad) be an unknown vector. Denote f = Il(Y - Ci)ßi = L fiyi. Suppose
i O<i<d

that we can compute the expressions 9k = al~+a2kc~-1 +a3k(k-1 )cf-2'+...+aßt k(k-

l)(k - 2)··· (k - ßI +2)C~-ßl+1 +aßl+l~ +D:ßt+2k4-l +... for k = 0,1,... where ßi

summands correspond to Ci. The question is to recover fand (al,"" ad).
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For an arbitrary 1~ °consider (d +1) x (d +1) Töplitz matrix

91 91+1 91+d

9l+d+1

and by GI denote its d x d submatrix obtained by deleting the last row and the last

column. Consider also d x d mat'rix (being block-diagonal)

°

and d x (d + 1) matrix

1(1- 1) ... (1- ß1 + 2)C~-ßl+1

4

(l+l)ci

ci+d

(1 + d)ci+d
-

1

~+d

namely, the second row is the derivative of the first one, the next is the derivative of the

previous etc. ß1 times, thus ß1 rows correspond to Cl, then ß2 rows correspond to C2 etc.

Denote by C, d x d matrix obtained from Cl by deleting the last column.

Then Cl
/0

= 0, since denote Cl
/0

=

fd fd bd

d~l (cif(ct)) = lci-1f(ct} + cif'(C1) = 0, ... , bß1 = d~.-=-ll (cif(cJ)) = 0, and so on. On
deli

the other hand det(Cl) =1= 0, provided that Cl =1= 0, C2 =f 0,.... Indeed, assume that
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ho

hd- 1

o= h(C2) = ... = h(~-1)(C2)"" ,contradiction. The latter arguing is known in the

numerical analysis by considering Hermite's interpolation.

Then Gll +11 = (e'l) T A C'1l G'l +11 = (C,l)T A C'1 ' Hence if Cißl f:. 0 and all other

coefficients Ciß which correspond to the highest derivatives, are distinct from zero, then

det(A) f:. 0 and therefore det(GE) f:. O. Because of that rg(G,) = d and the linear system

/0
G,Z = 0 has a unique solution Z = . Thus, one cao recover 1 by solving a linear

Id
system GoZ = 0, hence CI,"'l ßI, ... , by polynomial factoring [Ce 82], representing

CI, .. 'l as the roots of the irreducible over Q polynomials.

Finally, one can find Ci1, .•• ,Cid by solving a linear system

Remark that for pairwise distinct Cl, .•. , Cd the described code converts iota Goppa

code [MS 81].

Note: If we take a Töplitz matrix

91 91+1

91+1 91+2

for d l ~ d then its rank = d.

3 Partial-fraction sparsity of rational functions and

finding highest terms

Let /1/12 E Q[X] be a rational function given by a black-box. We assurne that the

black-box at every point (including 00) gives a value of /1//2 at this point (including
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00). And the same concerns any rational function which will appear at the intermediate

calculations.

We suppose also that together with the black-box for 11/12 we are supplied with a

black-box for the derivative (/1/12)" If 11/12 is given by a short straight-line program,

then (/1//2)' can be represented also by a short straight-line program e.g. by virtue of

[BS 83]. If (/1//2) is given by a certain physical process, then also oue can get (/1//2)"

With the help of (/1/12)' one can recover the highest term of /1//2 at 00. Namely, if

/1/ /2 = axm +O(xm -
1), where m E LZ, a f. 0, then X(/l/ /2)' /(/1/12) = m +O(x-1), so

we recover m and then calculate in Ne xm and since (/1/12)/x m = a +O(x-1), we recover

a.

A rational function /1/12 is uniquely represented as a sum of its partial fractions

11/12 = P + l:: :~J~i + l:: (x~i~~p +..., where P E Q [X] is a polynomial, Ci, ai,; E Q. We
t t

call P = [/1//2] an entier of 11/12 (see the last section). We call /1//2 t-sparse if the

number of nonzero terms in this representation is at most t. We'll assurne in the sequel

that 11//2 is t-sparse. The problem we deal with is to find partial-fraction representation.

Firstly we find P term by term starting with the highest oue. Thus, we can suppose

that 11/12 = L :~!~i + .... Then resrxA/l/ /2) = l:: ai,I, and if it does not vanish then
t

(~(>i,)) X-I is the highest term. Thus, we can find resooUt!12). Later on we'll calculate

gk = resoo x k(/l/12) for different k, we call them successive residues. Remark that 9k =

Li ai,lcf + ai,2kc~-1 +. ", thus it coincides with the formula for gk in the extended Goppa

code (see the previous section).

Observe that if (/1//2)-1 is also sparse then one cau recover both 11//2 and /2//1

by applying extended Goppa code (or even the usual Goppa code) to (/1//2)'/(/1//2) =

L X~~i (being sparse by the same token) where mi is the multiplicity of the pole Ci (when

mi < 0) or of the root Ci (when mi > 0) of /1//2' Thus, one can find Ci, mi and considering

expansions in the neighbourhood of Ci, to find (involving the procedure for recovering

highest terms) the terms of the form (x~i~:)J'
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4 Abound on the least nonzero successive residue

If /1//2 = L (r~i~~), + ... then we call k an order of /1//2' Evidently 9j = 0 for J < k. Let

us estimate the least jo S.t. 9jo =J. O. Denote gm-k+1 = 9m/ (m-~~l)! Then gm-k+1 plays the

role of 9m-k+1 for the function L~+L~+... = (/-:-//2) = L~+L ( Oi.2)2 +...lX-Ci) {X-Ci)4 lx-ci} X-Ci

in other words all the exponents in the denominators of partial fractions are diminished

by (k - 1). Assurne that 90 = ... = 9N-1 = 0 for some N. Consider any NI ~ N. For

any i denote by di(Nd the maximal j < NI s.t. Ctj,j =J. 0, and by d(Nd = r; dj(Nd.
t

We claim that d(NI) > NI . Indeed

90

where the matrix

1 1

C(NI ) =
Cl 1 C2 1

c2 2C1 ~ 2C2I

is similar to the matrix C, (see the previous section), it has dl(NI ) columns which corre

spünd to Cl, d2 (Nd columns which correspond to C2, etc. If d(Nd :::; NI, then the columns

of the matrix C(Nt} cannot be linearly dependent (see the previous section); that proves

the claim.

Recall that the sequence ai,j is t-sparse and let us find out how large can be No =

max{j : d(NI) > ~ for any NI ~ j}, being astranger property than is necessary in Dur

case, but we will need it later in this stronger version. Let UB prove that No ~ 3t by

induction on t.

Assume the contrary. Then by inductive hypothesis in the segment [0, 3t - 1 ] there are t-1

indices j such that Ct:i,j =I 0 for a suitable i and in the segment (3i -I, 3i ] there are no
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such indices. Again by inductive hyp.othesis for these indices jl ::; j2 ::; ... ::; jt-l holds

j, ::; 3'-
1 • Therefore d(3 t ) ::; ; that leads to the contradiction.

Thus, the order of /1//2 is at least N ~ 3t where N is the least index for which 9N =1= 0,

5 Finding swarms of terms

We say that an integer N'J creates a swar~ of terms of the rational function /1//2 if

o< d(N2 ) < lf, where J(N2 ) = l:: di(N'J) = l::(di(N2 ) - N + 3t ). In this case the rank cf
I I

the matrix

9N2/'J 9N2

equals to d(N2 ) (see the section about codes).

A swarm means that in the segment [1, N 2] there is some gap, in which there are no indices

j such that äi,i =1= 0 for some i.

The Algorithm calculates rk(Co), rk(Cl),' .. ,rk(C3k),·· " rk( 63121013 c)' There exists

a sequence t ::; 1,1 +1, ... ,1 +2t log3 t ~ 2t2 log3 t such that in the segment (3' ,3'+2tlog3 t)

there are no j such that Gi,) f. 0 for some i. Since J(3' ) ~ t3 l
, then rk(63 1+ log3 t) =

... = rk(63 1+ 2t log3 t) = d(3' ).

Conversely if r k(63 1+ 10g3 t) = ... = r k(G31+ 2t log3 t) for a certain I, then in the

segment (3'+1og3 t ,3'+2tlog3 t) there are no j such that ai,j f. 0 for sorne i. Indeed in the
1+211083 t

opposite case there would exist jo < 3 t:2 in this segment such that in the segment

(jo, t 2jo) there are no j such that Gi,) f. 0 for sorne i. Then

because 2tjo creates a swarrn. Thus, we have proved that In the segment

(3'+log3 t, 3'+2tlog3 t) there are no j such that Öi,j f. 0 for some i. Hence 31+4Io~ t creates a

swarm and the algorithm recovers it by means of the extension of Goppa code.

Actually, there could be different swarrns and the algorithm will recover a swarm, after

which there is a large gap, much larger than it is required by the definition of the swarm.
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After finding a swarm of terms, we subtract it from the function /1/12 and so reduce

a number of terms (sparsity) and continue until exhausting.

6 Analysis of the algorithm

Let us assurne that we are supplied also with a black-box for computing a factorial (as a

preconditioning). Then the number of arithmetic operation necessary to fulfill is at most

30 (t
2

1og t), and the number of parallel steps is O(tS log2 t) by Mulmuley [M 86].

So, it is independent from the total degree d of the rational function. If to count bit

complexity, then the time would be bounded by (dM)O(l), where d is the degree and M

is the bit-size of the coeffieients, and the parallel time ~ 10gO(1)(dM) (again by [M 86]).

Remark about using [CG 82] for finding roots of denominator (see Section 2).

1 = II (Y - Ci)ßi ,degf ~ 3t
•

l$i$t

The number of Ci is at most t because of t-sparsity of 11//2 .
(f /GCD(/, I') = IT(Y - Ci) - apply to it [CG 82], find Ci ~ find ßi in parallel time O(t)

7 Finding an entier of a sparse rational function is

in Ne

Let a rational function q E Q(x) be given by a black-box and we assurne that q can

be represented in a form q = 1/9, where polynomials 1,9 E ZZ[X] are both t-sparse

and form a minimal t-sparse representation of q (in the sense of a degree of denominator

g) and the leading coefficient lc(g) = 1. Unlike the previous sections we suppose that

we know abound d on the degrees cleg(/), deg(g) < d. Under this supposition we'll

show that the problem of finding the entier [//g] = h E ZZ[X] is in the parallel dass

NC (cf. [C 85, KR 90]). Denote d1 = deg(/), da = deg(g), M is a maximal of bit-sizes

of the coefficients of 1,9 (they are not supposed to be given). Represent q = f /g =

[I /g] + RemJ/,9). We caU a rational number 0 < c E Q big enough if IRem;!,9) (c)I< ~. Dur

next purpose is to construct explicitely a big enough number.
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Take succesive primes Pb' .. , Pt and for each P among them calculate (by black-box)

q(p), q(p2), ... , q(p2t
2+1). For at least one P all these values are defined (let us fix it).

Lemma At least one of q(p), q(p2), . .. ,q(p2t2+1) has an absolute value greater than

2M/2t / t'~dt2 .

PROOF Denote N = max{lq(p)I,"', Iq(p2~~+1)1l. Denote f =

L ßixki . The homogeneous linear system in tbe indeterminates Q'i, ßi
1$i:9

has a unique solution, since the polynomials f, 9 provide a minimal t-sparse represntation

of q, hence these equalities imply that (E Ct:i Xii) / (L ßixki) = q(x). Therefore, each

exi, ßi equals to an appropriate (2t - 1) X (2t - 1) minor of this system. Then 2M :::;

max{lexil, Ißil} ~ (Np2t2d 2t)2t ~ (Nt 4dt2 )2t. Lemma is proved.

Then one can produce in NC ([BC 86]) an integer t 4dt2 and multiply it on N, so we get

a rational number greater than 2M / 2t . Then again involving [Be 86], one cau construct a

rational number No > 36· 23M . d5 .

Calculate q(No). W.l.o.g. assume that lc(f) > O. Then f(No) > Ngl - dNgl- 12M >

~Ngt, g(No) < Ngo + dNgo- 12M < ~Ngo. Thus, q(No) > 1Ngt-da. On the other hand

[(No) < 2M dNgI, g(No) > Ngo - dNgo- 12M , therefore q(Na) < 3 . 2M dNgt-da. Thus

if q(No) < 1 then d1 - do < 0 and h = [[ /g] = 0, if dI - do 2:: 0 and q(No) < 1No

then dl - do = O. Assume now that d1 - da > O. Notice that the absolute value of

each coefficient of rem(j,g) is at most (2 M (d1 -do+2)) (dl - da + 2)d1 -do+2 (see [L 82]).

Calculate then NI = q(q(No» > 3do-dI-l NJd1-do)2. We claim that NI is big enough.

Indeed, g(Nt} > Nto -2M doNto- 1 > ~Nto, jrem(j,g)(Ndl < (2 M (dt -do+2))(d1 -do +
2)d t -do+2doNto- 1 < ~Nto. Take an integer N = (NI] + 1, which is also a big enough

number.

Having a big enough integer N, we'll find the entier [j / gJ = h by a method similar to

[BT 89] (see also [GK 87]), which one can call an approximative polynomial interpolation.

We compute q(N), q(N2), . .. , q(N2t ) and take the nearest integers to them, respectively,

Ab' .. ,Au. Then Ai = h(Ni ), 1 ~ i ~ 2t, since N is big enough, and one can apply BCH

codes (as in [BT 89]) to recover the powers of X occurring in h, and also the coefficients.

Arithmetic complexity of the whole procedure for finding entier h is (t log d)O(I) and
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parallel eomplexity G(log t log log d).
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